
  

  

Audition   Notice   
Directed   by   Lyn   Singer   

  
  

Pratchett   is   one   of   the   world’s   bestselling   authors   of   all   time   having   sold    85   million   books   worldwide   in   37   languages .   

This   authorised   adaption   by   Stephen   Briggs   was   written   with   amateur   theatre   companies   in   mind.   

It  frequently  parodies  and  takes  inspiration  from  Charles  Dickens  and  William  Shakespeare,  as  well  as  mythology,  folklore  and  fairy                                       
tales,   the   Marx   Brothers   and   often   uses   them   for   satirical   parallels   with   cultural,   political   and   scientific   issues   from   “our   world”.   

Discworld  (for  those  who  have  been  living  under  a  troll)  is  a  comic  fantasy  book  series  set  on  the  Discworld,  a  flat  planet  balanced                                                 
on   the   backs   of   four   elephants   which   in   turn   stand   on   the   back   of   a   giant   turtle.   

It   is    strongly   recommended    that   you   familiarise   yourself   with   the   Discworld   universe   and   at   least   the   Witches   storylines.     

There   are   no   small   parts   in   this   production.   

Some   will   play   singular   roles   but   others   will,   in   addition   to   their   main   character,   play   multiple   roles   all   as   challenging.   

High   comic   acting   abilities   and   a   reasonable   level   of   fitness   will   be   required   for   these   ensemble   roles .   

Wyrd   Sisters   is   a   non-musical,   adult   production,   but   contains   humour   and   themes   suitable   for   family   audiences.     

It   has   humour   aimed   at   all   ages,   including   riotous   innuendo   which   will   safely   fly   over   the   heads   of   the   youngsters.   
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DATES   

Availability   is   essential   so   please   don’t   over   commit   yourself   to   other   productions   during   this   time.   
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Audition   Dates   
  

May   be   on   Zoom   if    lockdown   is   still   in   
place   

04   September:   9am   -   1pm   
11   September:      9am   to   1pm   

  
Newcastle   Theatre   Company   -   Old   Theatre   

  
Please   book   your   spot   through   the   box   office   4952   4958   
And   arrive   15   minute   earlier   for   forms   and   photos   

  

Rehearsals   start      Tuesday   12   October   
  

Regular   Rehearsals    Tuesdays,   Thursdays,   and   Sundays   

Xmas   break    Last   rehearsal   19   December   2021   
First   rehearsal   of   6   January   2022   

Friday   4   Feb   to   10   2022   
  

Production   week   

Show   dates   
  

11   February   2022   to   26   February   2022   



CHARACTERS   
  

In   Wyrd   Sisters,   Terry   Pratchett   takes    Shakespeare’s   Macbeth    and   then   turns   it   up   ‘till   the   knob   comes   off.     
It’s   all   there   -   a   wicked   duke   and   duchess,   the   ghost   of   the   murdered   king,   dim   soldiers,   strolling   players,   a   land   in   peril.   And   who   
stands   between   the   Kingdom   and   destruction?   Three   witches:    Granny   Weatherwax    (intolerant,   self-opinionated,   powerful);    Nanny   
Ogg    (down-to-earth,   vulgar);   and   M agrat   Garlick    (naive,   fond   of   occult   jewellery   and   bunnies).   
In   the   rural   and   mostly   vertical   kingdom   of   Lancre,   Discworld's   witches   deliver   babies,   treat   warts   and   keep   an   eye   on   troublesome  
kings,   vampires   or   incursions   from   other   worlds.     
They   don’t   have   leaders,   but    Granny   Weatherwax    is   the   most   highly   regarded   and   steely   of   the   leaders   they   don’t   have,   assisted   by   
Nanny   Ogg    –   mother   of   fifteen   and   brewer   of   lethally   strong   cider.   
Note   that   both   these   roles   have   been   precast.   
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Magrat   Garlick   

Female   25   to   
35   

Magrat   is   the   youngest   witch   of   the   coven.   In   a   certain   light,   and   from   a   carefully   chosen   angle,   Magrat   is   not  
unattractive.   Despite   her   tendency   to   squint   when   she’s   thinking.   And   her   pointy   nose,   red   from   too   much   
blowing.   She   is   short,   thin,   decently   plain,   and   well-scrubbed.   She   has   the   watery-eyed   expression   of   
hopeless   goodwill   wedged   between   a   body   like   a   maypole,   and   hair   like   a   haystack   after   a   gale.   No   matter   
what   she   does   to   that   hair,   it   tangles   itself   up   again.   She   likes   to   wind   flowers   in   it   because   she   thinks   this   is   
romantic,   but   she   looks   like   someone   dropped   a   pot   plant   on   her   head.   
Magrat   has   an   open   mind,   as   open   as   a   field,   as   open   as   the   sky.   A   lot   of   what   she   believes   has   the   word   
‘folk’   in   it   somewhere   (folk   wisdom,   folk   dance,   folk   medicine,   folk   song),   as   if   ‘folk’   were   other   than   the   
mundane   people   she   sees   every   day.   She   is,   however,   more   practical   than   most   people   believe   who   see   no   
further   than   her   vague   smile,   green   silk   dress,   and   collection   of   cheap   occult   jewellery.   Although   she   has   a   
black   cloak   lined   with   red   silk,   she   hardly   ever   wears   a   pointy   hat   -   she’s   just   not   a   pointy   hat   kind   of   person.   
Good   comic   chops   but   also   a   good   straight   women   to   the   other   two   witches   

Duchess   -   
Lady   Felmet   
Female   30   to   60   

Calculating,   power-hungry,   cruel.   The   brains   of   the   operation.   Think   Lady   Macbeth.   
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Duke   -     
Leonal   Felmet   
Male   30   to   60   

  Duke,   then   King   of   Lancre.   Cruel   and   power-hungry,   in   a   mad   way.   He   gets   progressively   madder   and   
crueler.   
(*   cheese   grating   hands   =   mad?)   

Fool   
Male   looks   late   20's   

  - a   youngish   jester,   following   his   father’s   footsteps   in   the   respected   trade   of   being   a   fool,   but   his   heart’s   not   
in   it.   Underneath   all   of   his   miserable   foolery,   he   is   intelligent   and   meant   for   greater   things.   

  

Tomjon   
Young   20’s   

Young   male   (or   any   gender   that   can   play   male   like   panto   Prince)   
Can   play   “handsome”   
He   is   a   much   admired,   extremely   talented   youngish   actor,   with   the   gift   of   language,   and   the   
ability   to   portray   anyone   or   anything   to   perfection.   Vitoller’s   son.   

Bowman    Can   carry   a   bow  

Mrs   Vitoller    Wife   of   Vittoller,   childless   kindly   “panto”   type   dame   

Guard   2    Can   carry   a   spear   

Acting    -Tomjon   as  
"bad"   King   

A   bad   caricature   of   the   King   casting   him   as   just   the   “worst!”   

Ghost   of   King   
Verence   
Male   
Older   actor     

-   an   elderly   ghost,   late   King   of   Lancre.   He   was   cruel   and   power-hungry,   but   in   a   regal,   kingly   way.     
Now   he’s   annoyed,   and   has   a   score   to   settle.   
(*helpful   if   able   to   walk   through   walls)   

Soldier   2    Can   carry   a   gun   

Vitoller    A   kind   actor-manager   leader   of   a   travelling   group   of   players,   who   agrees   to   raise   an   abandoned   
baby   as   his   own.   

  
  
  
  



*   But   don’t   let   these   requirements   stop   you   from   trying   out   
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Demon    Male   or   female   
Menacing,    impatient,   cunning,   and   a   stickler   for   the   rules.   And,   well,   demonic.   
Thin   (*you   will   need   to   pop   your   head   through   a   cauldron)     

Chamberlain    Grovelling   

Peasant   1    Poor   but   not   oppressed   

Guard   3    Can   carry   a   spear   

Acting    -   Witch   1    A   very   bad   interpretation   of   Granny...warts   and   all   

Acting    -   Good   Duke    A   bad   caricature   of   the   Duke   casting   him   as   just   the   “best!”   

Sergeant   
Male   or   female   

Think   puffed   up   sergeant   and   as   well   as   a   not   so   skeletal   “death”     
Good   comic   timing   (an   excellent   fun   comic   role   to   play)   

  

Peasant   2    Poor   but   not   oppressed   

Guard   4    Can   carry   a   spear   

Acting   -Death      a   not   so   skeletal   “death”     

Acting    -Good   Duchess   buxom   female   “duchess”   -   high   camp   

HWEL    A   dwarf   playwright    (but   anyone   familiar   with   Discworld   knows   you   can   be   a   6   foot   dwarf   see   
Captain   Carrot   of   the   Guard)    so   height   is   negotiable.   
He   is   a   genius   with   words   and   story,   and   is   a   slave   to   his   words.     
He   is   kind,   loyal   to   the   Vitollers,   and   keeps   a   caring   eye   on   Tomjon.   

Soldier    Can   wear   a    uniform   

Actor    Can   walk   on   and   off   stage   

Guard    Can   carry   a   spear   

Scene   turner    A   card   on   an   easel   that   needs   to   be   changed   (with   flair)   with   each   scene   



  
  
  

    

If   you   are   not   familiar   with   the   Discworld,   and/or    Wyrd   Sisters ,   great   resources   are     www.terrypratchettbooks.com   
and   
http://theconversation.com/a-beginners-guide-to-terry-pratchetts-discworld-55220   

  

  Please   familiarise   yourself   with   the   script,   available   through   the   box   office   in   hard   copy   or   PDF   on   request.   

  

At   the   audition   we   will   ask   you   to   read   certain   sections    of   the   script   as   pertains   to   the   character   you   are   auditioning   for.   

  

Please   contact   me   at    lyn@lynsinger.com    if   you   have   any   further   questions.   

Bookings   must   be   through   the   box   office.   

  

Good   luck   and   as   Granny   says,   “Actors...as   if   the   world   weren’t   full   of   enough   history   without   inventing   more”   
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